Possible Options for future Journey of Self Discovery Trips .
1

-Tanzania walking safari. This safari is walking every day at the Serengeti. Some nights
are in set up lodges and some nights are in mobile tents with set up toilets etc. We
would land in Arusha and Depart Arusha. The migration happens all year round.
Depending on when we go will depend where in the Serengeti we will walk, with the
opportunity to see the Ngorogoro Crater.
10 days Safari is about Usd 5000.00 per person.
We would make it a shorter trip to bring the price down. The reason why this one costs
is because only a few people have licences in the Serengeti to walk. Very unique.

2

Victoria Falls/ Hwange – Zimbabwe. A walking Safari in Hwange for a few days. It is
tented and mobile. The camp is set up everyday. The tents are set up etc. Sitting at
night at properer tables at the camp. Then we walk t to Victoria Falls and go up river
and paddle down for 3 days, sleeping on the banks of the river. This would be in big
rafting with 8 people per raft for safety reasons with hippos etc. Ending in Victoria Falls
to see the falls.
Cost: Usd 2500.00.
There are direct flight from Ethiopia and Nairobi into Victoria Falls

3

Whale Trail- Cape Town South Africa: 6 Days walking. Not that easy for the first few
days. Sleeping in cottages along the way. The last 3 days are easier. Ending in Cape Town
to see the tourist sites and go up Table Mountain.
Cost: Usd 2000.00
This includes the 6 day whale trail and all food and tourist attraction entry in Cape Town
as well as accommodation Cape Town.

4

Kayak Trip in Zanzibar - Tanzania. We could set up a trip, kayaking xx amount of
kilometres a day. Staying in different Hotels along the way or we could kayak to islands
and come back to the same hotel and change hotels every 2nd day. As you know I am
planning the Kayak trip in October around the whole Island but not sure if that is too
much. Let me know. It is 250kms.
Cost: Usd2000 per person for 10 days.
Again we can make this shorter, and this would lower costs. This includes spice tour.
Tour of Stone Town and swimming with the dolphins.

5

Ethiopia. Also a stunning place with rich history and incredible people. Could go to the
Danakil and then hike up into the Semien Mountains. Really beautiful place. There is also
an active volcano we could go and see.
Cost about USD 3500.00. (only an estimate at this stage)
I have not done much on costing on this – so the above is really just a rough estimate at
this ppoint, more exploration is needed as this is more of an estimate at this point.
This would include going to the Danakil Depression, Active volcanoe, walking the Semien
Mountains and going to the Omo which is beautiful. The Omo people are very colourful.

6

Mauritius. I have half planned an itinerary here with walking, cycling and kayaking. \
USD 2500.00 to USD3000.
This will include cycling, Kayaking and Hiking.

7

Madagascar – Can do kayaking and walking here. Stunning place with so much to see.
Also have animals there that you won’t see anywhere else in the world. Lemars etc.
Flights there are expensive.
USD 3500 – USD 4000.00. (This is still an estimate)
This is still at a research stage so still an estimate because what I have researched so far
is that it is an expensive place to visit, more research will prove if this is correct or not.

NB
Please remember these are estimates. Whale Trail and the Serengeti walking are pretty correct.

